
Smile Bright with
Fountain of  Youth™ 
“WOW!!!! I can smile again thanks to Dr. 

Samaha. In a matter of weeks Dr. Samaha 

erased over 10 years off my look –better 

than any face lift, and painless too! Even 

more exciting is that I can finally enjoy 

eating in comfort.

From the first day I walked into her office 

I was impressed with her and her staff. 

The staff is very caring and professional.  

Dr. Samaha is a perfectionist when it 

comes to smiles. She has given me a great 

smile, something I have not had since  

before I got my first dentures over 10 years 

ago. I smiled with a closed mouth for 

so long that I had to completely re-learn 

how to show my beautiful teeth. What a  

confidence builder! Dr. Samaha is an artist, 

whether on canvas or with smiles. Thank 

you so much.”

Ingrid Sanders
Jewelry Artisan

Newport News, VaFo
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“In a matter of weeks Dr. Samaha erased over 

10 years off my look –better than any face lift, 

and painless too! Even more exciting is that I 

can finally enjoy eating in comfort.”    -Ingrid

Lisa Marie Samaha, DDS

Creating Beautiful, Healthy Smiles 
in Hampton Roads since 1982.

For more Information, 
Patient Photos and Personal Stories 

Visit Our Website

www.PWDentalArts.com
or Call for a Consultation 
757-223-9270

Ingrid Sanders
Newport News, Va

© Dr. Lisa Marie Samaha, all rights reserved. 

The Perio Arts Institute is an approved AGD/PACE program provider for 16 hours of continuing periodontal education credit for the 
live PerioPassion! Seminar and an additional 16 hours of credit for the PerioPassion! DVD series 

 

 

                      
 
 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
  
PerioPassion!® Dental Seminars™ are a labor of love.  Dr. Samaha has spent countless hours refining the 
protocols and techniques demonstrated in this seminar, and many more hours preparing the materials 
provided, in order to help you raise your practice to a new level.  By attending this seminar, you 
acknowledge: 
  
1.  That the materials provided to you and/or purchased by you, are the intellectual property of Dr. Lisa 
Marie Samaha and the Perio Arts Institute™ (PAI).  They may not be sold, copied, distributed, or displayed 
outside of your office without the express permission of PAI. 
  
2.  The techniques and protocols described in the PerioPassion!® Dental Seminars™ are also the intellectual 
property of Dr. Lisa Maria Samaha and PAI.  Furthermore, they are complex, and require careful 
instruction and feedback to be performed properly.  Therefore, you should not teach these techniques and 
protocols to others, in whole or in a party, either informally or as part of a class, without the express 
permission of PAI. 
  
Thank you for your interest and dedication to learning leading-edge research and protocol, and your 
participation in this course. 
 
 
 
Name (Please print) ______________________________________ 
 
 
Signature ______________________________________________   Date ____________  
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